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‘SERVICE THROUGH SELFLESSNESS’
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GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE 37743
SASI – DAVID W. WIMS, Major, USAF (Ret)
ASI – KENT D. LYON, MSgt, USAF (Ret)
Let us begin by welcoming you to the THM Greene County Educational Center and the Air Force Junior ROTC
(AFJROTC) Program. I can assure you that your choice to join the AFJROTC corps is one that will make a
great difference in your life and you will remember it for many years to come.
The mission of Greene County Schools AFJROTC is simple; yet straightforward: To educate and graduate
quality citizens with tremendous growth potential. Each cadet will develop his or her own vision in achieving
this growth potential but remember it through these words:

INTEGRITY – HONOR – RESPECT
The Cadet Guide will help you in becoming a more effective cadet with the result being our corps becoming one
of the best in the country. Your achievement in knowledge of aerospace, development of leadership skills, and
contribution to the reputation of Greene County Schools will depend on you and the spirit in which you abide
by the provisions of this guide.
Your satisfaction and success will depend on you and what you want to get out of this material and its
application to your goals.

Mike Garland, Director
THM Greene County Educational Center

CHAPTER ONE
AFJROTC PROGRAM MISSION and OBJECTIVE
The mission of the Air Force JROTC Program is to “Develop citizens of character dedicated to
serving their nation and community.” The program will acquaint secondary school students with the
aerospace age, strengthen and develop character, promote the understanding of their role as a citizen airman in a
democratic society, and familiarize them with a career in the United States Air Force.
Simply put, the AFJROTC Program will accomplish its mission by meeting the following objectives:


Development of a sense of patriotism and obligation to contribute to the United States.



Development of respect for constituted authority.



Promotion of habits of orderliness and precision.



Development of ability to perform basic military skills of drill and ceremonies emphasizing teamwork and
discipline.

“DEVELOP CITIZENS OF CHARACTER
DEDICATED TO SERVING THEIR
NATION AND COMMUNITY.”
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CHAPTER TWO
AEROSPACE SCIENCE CURRICULUM
1. Aerospace Science is a general course of study designed to teach high school students (referred to as
cadets) about the broad aspects of aerospace including civilian, industrial, and military applications.
Developing leadership while achieving orderliness, self-reliance, and self-discipline are the goals of the
program. Three areas of activity are provided to achieve these goals.
A. ACADEMICS: The first year of curriculum covers the early beginnings of aviation, the
development of airpower, and the advent of space exploration. Second year cadets study the aerospace
environment, human requirements of flight, and principles of aerospace flight as well as navigation. In
the third year, study focuses on the aerospace environment, space programs and technology, and manned
spaceflight. The last year involved management of the cadet corps, policy and organization, and basics
of survival.
B. LEADERSHIP: First year cadets learn the basics of military drill, customs and courtesies, flag
etiquette, the organization and structure of the unit, elements of good fellowship, some personal
development skills, and health awareness. Second year cadets study effective communication skills,
individual and group behavior, and basic leadership concepts. The third year cadets are introduced to
management principles and look at concepts used in managing materials and personnel, learn
characteristics of good citizenship and ethics. In their fourth year, cadets start preparing themselves for
life after high school by planning for their future and looking at options available in the civilian sector,
aerospace and the military. Cadets put the training skills into practice as they occupy various positions
of leadership within the cadet organization.
C. CO-CURRICULAR: Develops the understanding of aerospace activities by participating in
field trips, which may include visits to Air Force bases, airports, Federal Aviation Administration
facilities, and other aerospace related activities. Emphasis on drill and increased understanding of our
flag and its use are achieved through belonging to the Cadet Color Guard. An introduction to social
activities is provided through participation in events such as the AFJROTC Military Ball, parades, club
meetings, and banquets to name a few.
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2. Your Air Force Junior ROTC uniform, insignia, and textbooks are provided free and there is NO
MILITARY OBLIGATION attached to enrollment in AFJROTC – but there can be material benefits if
you complete the course.
A. The high school principal can nominate up to five qualified AFJROTC cadets to the United States
Air Force Academy each year.
B. Four-year cadets have Air Force ROTC college scholarships available. The cadet must meet all
qualification criteria for this scholarship that pays all tuition, books, and a $150 per month tax-free
subsistence allowance.
C. If an individual should choose to enter the military service after successfully completing three years
of AFJROTC he/she could enter the service at advance pay and grade. This holds true for all
services and is not restricted to the USAF.
D. Should a cadet decide to go to college and take AFROTC during college, part of the college AROTC
training may be waived as a result of completing AFJROTC.
E. If the cadet is interested in competing for an Air Force nomination or a four-year AFJROTC
scholarship, he/she should make an appointment to talk to the Aerospace Science Instructors.
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CHAPTER THREE
ADMISSION, RESERVE, TRANSFER, and DISENROLLMENT
1.

To be eligible for membership and continuance in the AFJROTC program, each cadet shall meet the
following requirements:
A.

Enrolled in and attending a regular course of instruction at one of the Greene County Schools.

B.

A male or female citizen of the United States.

C.

At least 14 years of age.

D.

Of good moral character.

E.

Physically fit to participate in AFJROTC training. A cadet is considered physically fit if he/she
satisfactorily completes the AFJROTC physical fitness questionnaire.

F.

Students must enter the AFJROTC program “Voluntarily”.

2.

Reserve Cadet. A Reserve Cadet is a student who either 1) completed the entire AFJROTC Academic
Program, 2) is in a 4x4 schedule and completed an AFJROTC course during one term, but is not
participating in an AFJROTC course during the current term, or 3) is in a traditional schedule unit where
the cadet cannot participate in the AFJROTC academic program for that particular year. A student must
have been a cadet for at least one academic year (academic term for 4x4) prior to being considered a
Reserve Cadet. Students meeting this criteria may be designated, with SASI concurrence, as a Reserve
Cadet. Reserve Cadets may participate in all AFJROTC activities (community service, drill team, honor
guard, etc.). Time in reserve status does not count towards the Certificate of Completion, nor do Reserve
Cadets count toward minimum unit enrollment or unit funding. Reserve Cadets may retain their uniform
for the entire academic year. During AFJROTC activities cadets must wear the AF uniform, if kept,
listed on the OPS Order for that day and have permission from their Home School to attend a field trip.

3.

Transfer of students from Army, Navy, or other AFJROTC units may be permitted with full credit for
training already received. Credit for such training is contingent upon verification by transcript and/or a
letter on previous schools letterhead from a former JROTC instructor with such details the student’s
status for rank, grades, suitability for enrollment in AFJROTC, and participation in unit activities.

4.

Normally, cadets will be disenrolled from AFJROTC as determined by the Senior Aerospace Science
Instructor (SASI) or Aerospace Science Instructor (ASI) and principal/director. A cadet may be
disenrolled for any of the following reasons:
A.

Failure to maintain acceptable course standards such as haircuts, neat and proper grooming,
proper wear of the uniform, or those AFJROTC standards that parallel the Uniform Code of
Military Justice (UCMJ), the Federal law that applies to military members.

B.

Inaptitude or ineptitude, indifference to training, disciplinary reasons, or undesirable character
traits.
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C.

5.

Disenrollment is a last resort, and will be preceded by documentation, corrective counseling and
speaking with parents/guardians. However, it is necessary in some cases, in order to maintain the
morale and discipline of the unit. Instructors must work together with the cadets, their parents,
unit cadet leaders, school counselors and administrators to resolve these issues. However, when
these efforts are unsuccessful, the SASI must be allowed to remove the cadet from the
AFJROTC program. The cadet either chooses to comply as required, or is removed from
AFJROTC. These students can be placed wherever the school administration sees fit, but it is the
HQ AFJROTC position that these students must be removed from the AFJROTC class and
disenrolled. Please see ATTACHMENT 4 for other rules regarding DISENROLLMENT.

Standards (UCMJ vs. AFJROTC)

AFJROTC

UCMJ

A. Excessive Absence from Class
B. Unexcused Absence
C. Missing Bus or other Transportation
D. Disrespect to School Personnel
E. Disrespect towards Instructor
F. Failure to meet course standards
G. Loss or damage of uniforms
H. Stealing
I. Telling a Lie
J. Inappropriate Conduct
K. Sleeping in Class
L. Failure to comply with 3 “B” rule
M. Profane or vulgar language
N. Possessing prohibited items
O. Tardy or not participating

Desertion (Art. 85)
Absence Without Leave (Art. 86)
Missing Movement (Art. 87)
Contempt toward officials (Art. 88)
Disrespect towards superior commissioned officer (Art. 89)
Failure to obey order or regulation (Art. 92)
Loss or damage of military property (Art. 108)
Larceny (Art. 121)
Perjury (Art. 131)
Conduct unbecoming an Officer (Art. 133)
Incapacitation for duty (Art. 134)
Indecent Exposure (Art. 134)
Indecent Language (Art. 134)
(Art. 112a)
Malingering (Art. 115)
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CHAPTER FOUR
HAZING/BULLYING/PHYSICAL DISCIPLINE PROHIBITION

Prohibition on Physical Discipline and Hazing.
A. Any form of hazing, whether verbal or physical, will not be tolerated within any AFJROTC unit or
activity. In addition, requiring cadets, individually or as a group, to perform any physical action as a
reprimand, punishment, or for failure to perform will also not be tolerated.
B. Examples of prohibited physical activities include, but are not limited to: push-ups, running laps, or
any inappropriate physical contact such as shoving, pulling or grabbing.
C. Any form of verbal abuse, teasing, public rebuke or any attempt to otherwise humiliate a cadet is
prohibited.
D. This prohibition is applicable to all AFJROTC unit activities, and includes instructors, cadets and
any personnel involved with or participating in an AFJROTC unit or activity.
E. Unauthorized Clubs. No unit may encourage, facilitate, or otherwise condone secret societies or
private clubs as part of the AFJROTC program.
F. Bullying will not be tolerated. The Greene County School System has a “ZERO TOLERANCE”
policy. Below are three types of Bullying per Tennessee Department of Education:
1. Bullying is defined as unwanted, aggressive behavior that involves a real or perceived power
imbalance. The behavior is repeated, or has the potential to be repeated, over time. The imbalance of
power involves the use of physical strength, access to embarrassing information, or popularity to
control or harm others.
2. Harassment is any unwelcome conduct based on a protected class under the federal civil rights laws
that is severe, pervasive or persistent and creates a hostile environment that interferes with or limits a
student's ability to participate in or benefit from services, activities, or opportunities offered by a
school. Harassment meets one or more of the following criteria: is an act directed at one or more
students that is received as harmful or embarrassing; is directed at one or more students;
substantially interferes with educational opportunities, benefits, or programs of one or more students;
substantially affects the ability of a student to participate in or benefit from the school district’s
educational programs or activities by placing the student in reasonable fear of physical harm or by
causing emotional distress; is based on a student’s actual or perceived distinguishing characteristic,
or is based on an association with another person who has or is perceived to have any distinguishing
characteristics; is repeated over time – is severe, persistent, and pervasive; causes mental duress, or
psychological trauma to the victim.
3. Cyberbullying is bullying that takes place using electronic technology. Electronic technology
includes devices and equipment such as cell phones, computers, and tablets, as well as
communication tools including social media sites, text messages, chat, and websites. Examples may
include mean text messages or emails, rumor sent by email or posted on social network sites, and
embarrassing pictures, videos, websites, or fake profiles.
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CHAPTER FIVE
UNIT PHILOSOPHY
1.

This chapter is intended to give you an overall picture of how we view and what we expect from our
cadets. We believe that high school is where our young students become young adults. Our cadets are
no longer children but young adults who are expected to act as such and will be treated as responsible
individuals whose actions are accountable.

2.

The AFJROTC program for Greene County Schools is unique in the fact we have students from various
high schools. It is not for everyone, but it is for anyone desiring to prepare himself/herself for the future.
Leadership, discipline and high standards are critical to society’s survival. These factors are integrated
to meet all aspects of the AFJROTC program. They are particularly important for ensuring that our
cadets can effectively compete once they graduate and move on towards their career goals. We share
the commitment with parents/guardians that our cadets adhere to the highest standards of conduct and
they subscribe to a responsible code of ethics. Therefore it is essential that each cadet be knowledgeable
about the program, its policies, benefits, and curriculum.

3.

The following chapters contain the unit policies that each cadet is expected to adhere to. They deal with
attendance, grooming standards, issue and maintenance of the uniform, cadet conduct and military
courtesy just to name a few. Many chapters provide information on the operation of the unit itself.
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CHAPTER SIX
ATTENDANCE
1.

All cadets who enroll in AFJROTC are expected to attend all classes and other required functions as
determined by the Senior Aerospace Science Instructor or Aerospace Science Instructor. Furthermore,
cadets are expected to be in class on time and prepared for instruction. This will also be covered in the
section of Class Rules and Behavior for this Cadet Guide. AFJROTC attendance policy coincides with
that of Greene County Schools outlined below.

A.

Any class periods that are missed more than two times during a 9-week period are to be made up
time for time in one of the make-up sessions or the student will not receive a passing grade for
that class.

B.

Students will have the opportunity to make up any work during the make-up sessions. All timefor-time make-ups have to be done before the end of the 9 weeks. Until that time is made up, an
incomplete will be issued as a grade.

C.

When a student is tardy for the third time, he/she will be charged with a class absence. All
tardies over three will be reported to the office.

D.

All un-excused absences are to be made up. Any cadets receiving an un-excused absence will
receive a ‘0’ for a daily grade.

STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO BRING NAME CARD WITH THEM DAILY.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
GROOMING STANDARDS
1.

Because you wear the official United States Air Force uniform, objectionable behavior can create an
unfavorable reaction by the public towards AFJROTC as well as the U.S. Air Force. Conversely, proper
conduct along with proper action and attitude can create and sustain a favorable reaction that will
enhance the image of the cadet corps.

2.

As an AFJROTC cadet, you should constantly strive to present a neat, clean, and well-groomed
appearance. The image you present as a cadet is seen both when you are in uniform and in civilian
clothes.

3.

CIVILIAN ATTIRE:
A.

Any item of civilian clothing that could be considered to be lewd, obscene or risqué will not be
worn in class or during any AFJROTC sponsored event.

B.

No civilian item of clothing will be mixed with the uniform clothing whether in uniform or
civilian clothes unless directed to by the SASI or ASI.. Another exception is covered later in this
guide.

C.

Head gear, such as ball caps with obscene wording or logos, hair curlers or stocking caps are
prohibited for male or female cadets. This applies to the classroom or any AFJROTC function
and is in accordance with school policy. Baseball caps, worn correctly, are permitted on the drill
pad. Watch caps in black, or navy blue and are plain without logos or designs, are permitted to
be worn when in PT uniforms or on the drill pad when the weather is cold and head cover is
desired.

D.

Cadets will not be allowed any midriff or half shorts which reveal the stomach or navel area of
the stomach as this is considered in poor taste.

E.

No civilian item of clothing will be worn that could interfere with the participation of drill; i.e.
sandals, clogs high heels, extra long pants that drag the ground, etc.

F.

Female cadets are permitted to wear one set of earrings while in uniform or civilian clothes
(Only small pearl, gold, silver or diamond studs). Male cadets are NOT allowed to wear
earrings at any time.

G.

Female and male cadets are permitted to wear a maximum of three rings on their fingers and a
watch.
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4.

GROOMING STANDARDS – MALE:
A.

You must be clean-shaven with sideburns no longer than the top of the ear opening. Sideburns
must be in an even and unflared horizontal line. If the male suffers from skin eruptions
whenever he shaves, a doctor’s statement will excuse him (the cadet) from shaving. The cadet
must keep the beard neatly trimmed.

B.

A mustache may be worn, if neatly trimmed and it extends no longer than the corners of the
mouth and does not overhang the lip line. ( See Figure 1-1 Below)

C.

Sideburns must be no longer than the top of the orifice of the ear. (See Figure 1-2 Below)

D.

Hair will not exceed 1¼” in bulk, touch the ears, and interfere with the proper wear of any Air
Force headgear. Long and flowing hair will not support the flight cap properly and results in
appearance that does not meet Air Force or AFJROTC standards.
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5. GROOMING STANDARDS – FEMALE:
A.

Female hair may be worn in any length when not in uniform but should not exceed 3” in bulk
when in uniform. It must be clean, neatly arranged, and styled to present an attractive feminine
appearance. A conservative Afro is acceptable, providing the headgear can be properly worn.
“Pixie’ styles are acceptable.

B.

When in uniform, female cadets must have their hair “put up” so that it does not touch the
shoulder or neck collar. No “strains” or braids of hair hanging loose from the rest of the hair are
permitted.

C.

When in uniform, hair ornaments such as ribbons and hairnets will not be worn. Pins, combs,
barrettes or bands may be worn to hold the hair in place only if they are of the color of the hair.

D.

Earrings will be covered with uniform wear. But while in the AFJROTC class each female cadet
is to wear only one pair of earrings.

E.

As in the male section;

NO TONGUE STUDS! NO EYEBROW RINGS!

NO NOSE RINGS

6. Excessively full, exaggerated, or unique hairstyles or fads do not meet AFJROTC standards when in
full uniform and are not allowed.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CLOTHING and EQUIPMENT ACCOUNT
1.

Protecting federal property is everyone’s responsibility. The United States Air Force uniform and the
AFJROTC insignia is federal government property. It is loaned to you at no cost by the United States
Air Force. It is to be maintained and in a clean and good condition at all times throughout the school
year. The uniform remains the property of the United States Government and must be cared for with
responsible effort and discipline. You are accountable for all items issued to you. It is the responsibility
of the cadet to ensure that the AFJROTC uniform is returned in the same condition it was issued. These
conditions are accepted and agreed to by each cadet enrolling in this program. Our designed uniform
wear day is called Uniform Lab Day (ULD). Normally, unless otherwise notified, ULD will be on
Wednesday of each week. Cadets are required to wear the uniform once a week in order to pass the
course! Cadets may also be required to wear their uniforms on additional days for special occasions.

2.

It should be kept in mind that wearing the uniform is a privilege that must be earned and retained. The
uniform, like the American Flag, represents the United States of America, and as such, will not be
abused. In addition, Cadets become public representatives of a proud tradition, which must be
continued. Therefore, we must ensure each Cadet wears the uniform properly and meets Unit (TN20027) requirements and standards. To do otherwise only reflects poorly upon all of us, upon our unit,
and upon the school.

3.

At the time you are issued your uniform and items of equipment, you will be required to sign a Personal
Clothing and Equipment Record, and place your initials on the form for each individual items of the
uniform or equipment issued. Each item then becomes your personal responsibility; and if you lose it or
willfully or neglectfully destroy it, you will be required to pay replacement cost of each item. The
replacement cost will be the amount required to replace the item at time of loss, not at the time of issue.

4.

All uniform items are required to be turned in to and inventoried by the Military Property Custodian or
his/her designated representative when disenrolling from AFJROTC. Normally this will occur at the
end of each semester, however, it may occur as a cadet prepares to transfer to another school or disenroll
from the course/school. In all cases, the cadet will not receive his/her grades, transcripts, or diploma
until the complete uniform has been turned in or missing items are paid for.

5.

To preclude unnecessary expense to the cadet and provide for efficient turn in of uniforms and
equipment, the following suggestions are offered:
A.

Do not leave the uniform items or equipment in unsecured lockers or unprotected areas of the
school; i.e. cafeteria, teacher’s classroom, lockeroom, etc.

B.

Do not lend the uniform to other cadets or persons.

C.

Do not permit other cadets to turn in your uniform or equipment.

D.

Do not place the uniform in another person’s locker.
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E.

Be alert for items of the uniform or equipment left or misplaced by other cadets. Turn in such
items to the Military Property Custodian, MSgt Lyon or Major Wims.

F.

DO have the items labeled as “Dry Clean Only” dry cleaned. Washing items that are marked as
dry clean only will result in items fading, coming apart at the seams, or the liners shrinking, etc.
and will result in the cadet having to pay for the damage item(s). Skirts, slacks, trousers, service
coats, and light-weight jackets must be dry-cleaned!

6.

Clothing items that become worn or otherwise unserviceable should be turned in to the Military Property
Custodian as soon as possible. If the unserviceable condition is due to fair wear and normal use, the
item will be replaced at no cost to the cadet. Items of clothing that do not fit properly should be
exchanged as soon as possible.

7.

The custodian receipt for the uniforms and/or equipment that you receive will be signed for by CADET
and PARENT.

8.

The United States Air Force uniform is the symbol of a proud and honorable service. Wear the uniform
with care and pride that it deserves.

9.

AFJROTC textbooks are also the property of the United Stares Air Force. Cadets will sign for issued
textbooks and be held accountable for returning them when disenrolling from the AFJROTC program.
The cadet will pay for unreturned, destroyed, and damaged textbooks.

10.

Unreturned, destroyed, or damaged items that are not paid for will result in the cadet’s grades, transcript,
or diploma, as appropriate, not being released by the school until the cadet’s account is settled.
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CHAPTER NINE
PROPER WEAR of the UNIFORM
1.

Each cadet at Greene County Schools will wear the uniform correctly. The importance of this
requirement cannot be over emphasized since the uniform, except for the insignia and patches, is the
same uniform worn by active duty personnel. We should be constantly aware of our responsibilities in
maintaining the uniform in good working order and wearing it correctly so, as not to reflect poorly upon
the reputation of the United States Air Force since it is a professional military organization.

2.

Wear of the Uniform
A.
The Service Dress or short sleeve shirt WILL BE worn once a week if cadet is maintaining at
least a “C” average and will be worn on the day prescribed by the instructor. The physical training (PT)
uniform WILL BE worn twice per week on the day prescribed by the instructors. T-Shirts will be
tucked inside the PC shorts/pants at all times except during physical conditioning training. Sweatshirts
may be worn out at all times.
B.
Each member of our squadron will maintain high standards of dress and personal appearance.
Members will present a neat and well-groomed appearance to their fellow citizens. Uniforms must be
kept neat, clean, correct in design and specification, and in good condition. Badges, insignia, belt
buckles, and other metallic devices should be maintained in proper luster and condition.
C.
MALE UNIFORM. There are two variations of the service dress uniform worn by male cadets.
These variations are: (1) Service Dress Uniform which includes the dress jacket, long sleeve shirt, tie,
trousers, and accessories and (2) the short sleeve shirt, trousers, and accessories. The placement of the
accessories for these variations is shown in the attachments to this guide. Specific instructions for the fit
and wear of the uniform items are as follows:
(1)

Belt – (Figure 8-1) Dark Blue with silver tip 1¼ inch wide is worn by threading it
through the belt loop to the wearer’s left. The silver tip end of the belt extends beyond
the buckle to the wearer’s left with no fabric showing.

(2)

Service Coat, Blue – (Cadet Guide (CG) Figure 8-2) With arms hanging naturally,
sleeves should end ¼ inch from the heel of the thumb; bottom of the coat should be
fingertip length when the hands are slightly cupped. All buttons should be buttoned and
nothing is carried in the outside pockets. Flat items may be carried in the inside pockets.
The coat may be removed in the classroom or cafeteria when it becomes uncomfortably
warm or binding. It will not be removed or unbuttoned in public areas of the school such
as hallways, office, or auditorium. When removed, it will be hung carefully or carefully
draped over the back of a chair.

(3)

Garrison Cap, Blue (flight cap) – (CG Figure 8-3) Worn slightly to the right with the
vertical crease of the cap at center of the forehead in a straight line with the nose. It will
be approximately one inch above the eyebrows and the crown of the cap should not be
crushed.

(4)

Shirt, Long Sleeve – (CG Figure 8-4) Sleeve should extend to the heel of the thumb.
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A.

(5)

Military creases are not permitted in the front or back. The shirt is always worn with a tie

(6)

and the top button is always buttoned. This shirt is worn only in combination with the
service dress coat.

(7)

Shirt, short sleeve – With the arm bent at a 90-degree angle, the bottom of the sleeve
should barley touch or come within 1 inch of the forearm. Shirt may be worn with an
open collar (top button unbuttoned) or buttoned all the way up with a tie. This shirt is for
wear by the cadets as parts of the spring/summer uniform and the instructors will
designate its wear.

(8)

Socks (Black) – Only black socks issued with the uniform are authorized for wear. Other
colors of sock and types are not authorized.

(9)

Tie (Blue) – The tie is secure by a windsor knot. The tip of the tie may extend no more
than 1½ inch above or 1½ inches below the top portion of the belt buckle. The tie is
worn outside the shirt and will not be tucked in. A tie tack or clasp bearing the USAF
coat of arms may be worn but will not be visible when the service coat is worn.

(10)

Trousers (Blue) – Trousers are trim fitted with no bunching at the waist or bagging in
the seat. Bottom of the trousers will rest on the front of the shoes with a slight break in
the crease. The back of the trousers leg will extend 7/8 of an inch longer than in the
front. Knee and bottom widths must not be altered. Trousers will be of matching
material to the service coat and cap. The rear button of the trousers will be buttoned at all
times and articles carried in the pockets will not be visible or present a bulky appearance.
The zipper tab will be pressed down to permit the fly to be neatly closed.

(11)

Undergarments – A white V-neck undershirt will be worn with the uniform.

FEMALE UNIFORM. There are three variations of the service uniform worn by female
cadets. The variations are: (1) Service Dress, which includes the service coat (blazer style), short
sleeve overblouse, slacks, and accessories; (2) Jacket (windbreaker style), short sleeve
overblouse, slacks or skirt, and accessories; and (3) Short sleeve overblouse, slacks or shirt, and
accessories. Specific instructions for the fit and wear of the uniform items are as follows:
(1)

Service Coat – (CG Figure 8-5) Coat should follow the contours of the figure but allow
for ease of movement without pulling in back at the waist. Sleeves should come to the
heel of the thumb. Items should not be carried in the outside coat pockets. The coat may
be removed in the classroom and cafeteria when it becomes uncomfortably warm or
binding. It will not be removed or unbuttoned in public areas of the school such as
hallways, office, or auditorium. When removed, it will be hung carefully or carefully
draped over the back of a chair.
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(2)

Flight Cap – (CG Figure 8-6) Worn slightly to the wearer’s right with the vertical crease
of the cap at the center of the forehead in a straight line with the nose and approximately
1 to 1½ inches above the eyebrows. The crown should not be crushed.

(3)

Rainscarf (Optional) – Must be of clear plastic with no designs. Helmet type shape
designed to cover headgear and tie under the chin. Rainscart, if worn, will be purchased
at the cadet’s expense.

(4)

Hose (Optional) – Commercial sheer hose in a neutral dark brown, black, off-black or
dark blue shade that compliments the uniform being worn. Patterned hose are not
permitted. Hose, if worn, will be purchased by the cadet at her expense.

(5)

Socks (Black) – Only black socks issued with the uniform are authorized for wear. Other
colors of sock and types are not authorized. Socks will only be worn with slacks.

(6)

Jacket (Windbreaker style for Male/Female) – (CG Figure 8-7) Should fit loosely over
the hips when zipped. Cuffs of the sleeves should cover the wrists but not extend beyond
them. Overblouse will not be exposed below the jacket and the jacket must be zipped at
least halfway.

(7)

Overblouse (Short Sleeve) – (CG Figure 8-8) Collar should not meet in front and should
be separated by ¾ to 7/8 inch of tab. Overblouse should hang free at the waist with only
a slight inward curve and be long enough to prevent a gap between the blouse and slacks
or skirt. Blouse is worn with a cresent-shaped dark blue tab.

(8)

Skirt – Skirt will hang naturally over the hips with a slight flare. Skirt length will be not
shorter than above the kneecap or longer than the bottom of the kneecap.

(9)

Slacks – Slacks will fit naturally over the hips with no bunching at the waist or bagging
in the seat. Bottom of the slacks will rest on the front of the shoes with a slight break in
the crease. The back of the trousers leg will extend 7/8 of an inch longer than in the
front. Articles carried in the pocket will not be visible or present a bulky appearance.

(10)

Undergarments – Undergarments will be worn with the uniform and be of a commercial
and conservative style. These undergarments should not be visible through the uniform.

B.

Shoes, Black – Male and female cadets are issued standard Air Force oxford-type shoes to wear
with the uniform. Shoes must be laced, tied, and shined at all times.

C.

Umbrella – A commercial design black or dark blue (without design) may be carried by cadets
while in uniform. Cadets will carry the umbrella in the left hand to allow rendering the proper
salute.

D.
E.

Wristwatches and Rings – cadets may wear wristwatches and rings while in uniform. No more
than three rings may be worn while in uniform and one bracelet is allowed as long as it is of a
conservative nature, no wider than 1 inch, and does not distract from a military image.
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F.

3.

Earrings – Female cadets may wear a single pair of small white pearl, gold, sliver, or diamond
spherical-shaped pierced or clip earrings. Earrings will fit tightly against the ear and will not
extend below the bottom of the earlobe. Male cadets will not wear earrings with the uniform.

Care of the Uniform
A.

Coats and trousers of both male and female cadets and the female skirts are made of a
polyester-wool material and must be dry-cleaned. They are not washable and may be damaged if
washed. These uniform items do not necessarily need to be dry cleaned after each wear provided
the cadets are careful. They may be pressed using a damp cloth and ironed (low) to remove
wrinkles. The iron is also used to sharpen creases between dry cleanings. Dry cleaning cost
during the year is the responsibility of the cadet.

B.

Shirts and Over blouses – These items are made of wash and wear materials and should be
laundered after each wear of the uniform. Failure to wash on a regular basis will result in “ring
around the collar” or “neck rust” and will result in a lower inspection grade. When washing in
wash and wear cycle, these items do require a little ironing.

C.

Light Weight Jacket – This garment is a “dry-clean only” item. This means it should not be
washed and may be damaged. If this is the case, the cadet is liable for replacement cost.

D.

Shoes – The leather portion of the shoes should be kept clean and protected with a good coat of
black shoe wax/polish applied regularly. The heels, soles, and welts of the shoes should be kept
cleans from dirt, mud, dried grass, etc. An old toothbrush works for applying polish to the lower
areas. They must retain their black appearance at all times.
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A.

WEDNESDAY of each week is uniform day unless otherwise instructed. Nametags and ribbons
will be worn on all uniform combinations.

B.

Only issued and approved optional uniform items are to be worn. Civilian garments are never to
be worn with the uniform with one exception. Civilian jackets/coats may be worn over the
uniform in-transit between home and school when the outside temperature is below 55 degrees
Fahrenheit. The jacket/coat must be removed once inside the school building. It may not be
worn during the school day unless outside the building.

C.

All pockets will be buttoned.

D.

Your military “gig” line is the line in front of the uniform and consists of the front edge of the
shirt, the belt buckle, and the fly of the trousers. These should always be in a straight line and is
frequently checked on uniform day.

E.

Trim loose strings (called “cables”) and frayed seams of uniforms.

F.

Keep the shirt tucked in neatly. The shirt should not “blouse” over the waist of the trousers.

G.

Avoid bulky items in the pockets. This will distort the pocket flaps and take away from the
appearance. Pockets of the uniforms should not bulge.

H.

Replace the missing buttons promptly. Buttons on the blue coat are oxidized silver as are most
of the insignia. Do not shine these items!

I.

When wearing the long sleeve blue shirt, keep the shirt collar buttoned and make sure the knot of
the tie covers the collar button.

J.

Never place any article (including the flight cap) under the epaulet of the uniform.

K.

Wristwatches, identification bracelets, and rings may be worn as described in paragraph 2(F)
above. Necklaces, pendants, and other adornments may be worn conspicuously. That is to say,
these items will not be visible while in uniform.

L.

The nametag is worn with any combination of the uniform.
attachments at the end of this guide.

M.

All of the insignia are fastened with clutch fasteners. These fasteners serve as protection against
the sharp points of the insignia. The Military Property Custodian will replace lost clutched at no
expense to the cadet.

N.

Cadets will not participate in any anti-authority demonstrations, anywhere, when in the uniform.

O.

Hitchhiking, performing hard labor, engaging in sports activities, etc. while in uniform is not
allowed.
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CHAPTER TEN
CLASS RULES, CONDUCT, and MILITARY COURTESY
1.

AFJROTC class rules and conduct may seem to be strict at first; however, discipline is a cornerstone of
the military and this program and, as such, is necessary for the success of the squadron. In many cases
these rules reflect the rules/policies of Greene County Schools. Correct military conduct will be
observed at all times by all cadets to reflect credit upon themselves, their parents/guardians, their school,
their squadron, and the United States Air Force.

2.

CLASSROOM CONDUCT:
A.

A cadet is considered tardy when the last bell for class rings, not when roll is called. Penalties
for tardiness are the same as that of the school.

B.

Cadets will not miss AFJROTC class to work with/for another teacher/staff member without
previously coordinating with the instructors. A note must be brought from the teacher/staff
member requesting the cadet’s presence or the cadet will not be allowed to miss class.

C.

All personal items required for class and/or exams will be brought to class. In other words,
cadets will be prepared by having pencils, paper, books, etc. with them so they will be prepared
to participate in the instruction of the day. Also, cadets will ensure the proper shoes/clothing are
worn according to school policy and will be able to participate in drill when those days are
designated. Working on assignments from other classes is prohibited unless otherwise given
permission.

D.

All cadets should remain silent until given permission to speak. To be recognized, a cadet will
raise their hand and wait to be recognized before speaking. When speaking, the cadet’s voice
will be loud and clear so that all cadets can hear. Cadets will speak in a tone of voice that rings
with military courtesy and mutual respect between speaker and listener. Cadets will not interrupt
instructors or other students while they are speaking except for an emergency.

E.

Chairs and tables will remain in their normal configuration and not be moved around without
instructor approval.

F.

Cadets will not be allowed to sleep in class! Also, sitting with one’s head down is prohibited.
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G.

Stealing, cheating, or plagiarism will not be allowed. These reflect deficiencies in one’s
character. Violation of this rule may result in recommendation for suspension.

H.

Swearing, vulgar, discriminate or profane language will not be allowed in any fashion. Violation
of this rule may result in recommendation for suspension.

I.

All cadets will adhere to the dress code of the school in addition to the standards set forth in this
guide (Chapters 6 & 8).

J.

Horseplay is not considered mature conduct and will not be engaged in.

K.

Actions to include annoying other cadets, placing hands on another cadet or causing a
disturbance will be avoided. Failure to do so will result in disciplinary action against the
offender.

L.

Cadets will not display public affection.

M.

Radios, tape players, CD players, cell phones, hand held, electronic games, weapons and other
such gadgets are not to be brought to class. These will be confiscated and turned into
administration for disposition. This rule coincides with school policy.

N.

Cadets will not enter the office of the instructor unless otherwise told to do so.

O.

The AFJROTC phone is considered “OFF LIMITS” to all Greene County Students, including
cadets.

P.

Cadets will not be excused from class within the first 15 minutes of class unless it is an
emergency.

Q.

Cadets will not enter or leave while the class is in session unless the instructor gives permission.
Cadets will not leave at the end of class until formally dismissed.

R.

Cadets will take their seats 10 minutes prior to start of the class period. Class start times are
0830 for morning cadets and 1200 for afternoon cadets.
CONDUCT

A.

All students will conduct themselves according to the policies set forth in the Cadet Guide.

B.

Cadet behavior away from ROTC training periods will be honorable. Cadets who misbehave in
a way that brings discredit to the U.S. Air Force will be disciplined.

C.

All rules for classroom conduct extend to the drill pad as well as AFJROTC sanctioned events.

D.

Repeat infractions of misconduct or failure to observe policies will be reflected in the cadets’
daily grade.
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MILITARY COURTESY
A.

All cadets will address the instructor by their rank and their name, e.g. “Master Sergeant Lyon”.
Cadets will address one another as “cadet”, followed by the cadet’s name, or as “cadet” followed
by the cadet’s AFJROTC rank and name, e.g. Cadet Doe, or Cadet Airman Doe. The practice of
saying YES SIR/MA’AM to instructors and to cadet officers whom outrank you is observed in
the cadet program. This is a long established military courtesy; and while you may find it
difficult at first, it will soon become a positive habit and enhance courtesy, discipline, and morale
within the unit.

B.

The salute, in various forms, is a courteous exchange of greetings and considered a military
greeting the world over. In many countries, as in our country, it is a symbol of respect. Military
personnel consider the salute as a courteous and respectful greeting between members and it is
one of the oldest traditions binding the military professionals together.

C.

You will be taught the proper manner of saluting and the rules, which govern its use among
military services. There are special rules for Greene County Schools governing the salute and
saluting areas you must become familiar with.
(1) The saluting areas for Greene County Schools are limited to the flagpole area, the armory,
the offices of instructors, and any off-base location where our ROTC squadron, in whole or part,
is participating in an official function.
(2) The salute is rendered indoors when formally reporting, when cadets are in formation,
participating in ceremonies, and during the formal opening of each class period. The proper
sequence in reporting includes rendering of the hand salute and the statement “Sir/Ma’am, Cadet
(your name) reports as ordered.” The cadet holds the salute until it is returned or otherwise
acknowledged by the individual being reported to. When the purpose of the report or meeting is
completed, the reporting cadet salutes again and the individual being reported to returns the
salute or properly acknowledges it. The cadet will then sharply turn and exit the area in the most
direct manner.
(3) A salute is never given while running.
(4) Cadets not in uniform are not required to salute but may salute as if in uniform if they so
desire.
(5) If a cadet observes the American Flag raised or lowered form the flagstaff, he/she will
assume the position of attention, render the hand salute (if in uniform), and hold the salute until
the flag has reached the top or the base of the flagpole. If the cadet is in civilian clothes, he/she
will place the right hand over the heart until the ceremony is complete. If in civilian attire and
wearing a hat/cap (except for ladies dress hats), the hat will be taken off and held to the left
shoulder so that the right hand is over the heart.
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(6) Cadets in uniform will render the hand salute during the raising and lowering ceremonies.
(7) Cadets in uniform outside when the national anthem or “To the Colors” is played will stand
at attention, face the flag or music, and render the hand salute until the music ends. Cadets not in
uniform will stand at attention and place the right hand over the heart. Indoors and in uniform,
the cadet stands at attention, faces the flag or music, but does not salute.
(8) During the formal class opening, for purposes of practicing the salute, cadets will face the
flag at attention and salute during the recital of the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
(9) When the cadet is late for formation, he/she will approach the person in charge of the
formation, when the formation is at halt, salute and request permission to fall in. When late for
class, the cadet will enter the room, stand by the door, and wait for acknowledgement by the
instructor, salute and request permission to join the class. Do not enter the room during the
reciting of the Pledge of Allegiance. Wait outside the door until the recitation is completed, then
step inside the door, wait to be recognized by the individual in charge of the class, and request
permission to join the class. This is done in the following manner: Salute and state “Sir/Ma’am,
Cadet (Your last name) requests permission to join the class.” Hold the salute until permission is
granted.
(10) Cadet Officers and Cadet NCOs should correct saluting violation in a courteous and helpful
manner. All cadets are expected to accept corrections in a respectful manner.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
1.

Co-curricular activities add interest and prestige to the squadron.

2.

Each cadet is required to participate in at least two activities offered each semester. Since the number
and variety of these activities are all related to the mission of the squadron, cadets who elect not to
participate will miss an excellent opportunity to become totally involved in what promotes a sense of
pride and develop teamwork as well as trust with their peers and will have their semester grade reduced
accordingly.

3.

The following activities are offered for your consideration and selection depending on what appeals to
you.

A.

Color Guard – This group has the honor of presenting and posting national and state colors at
important school and community events. Distinctive uniforms are worn (helmets, pistol belts,
replica arms, and shoulder cords); however, considerable effort is required to become a regular
member but the recognition and honor more than compensates for the efforts given.

B.

Drill Team – A lot of extra effort is required in this area. Here is the chance to polish basic
skills learned in leadership lab. After-school practice, extreme concentration, compliance with
the drill team commander’s orders, extra care of the uniform, and the desire for public exhibition
and recognition are required for success of this activity. As in the color guard, distinctive
uniforms are worn. This activity provides the individual the opportunity to be creative (develop
new movements for the inclusion into team sequence), to develop as a member of a team, travel
off-campus and sometimes out-of-town in order to perform drill exhibitions.

C.

Flag Spirit Team - The members of this group need special dedication. The Flag Corps raises
the American Flag before school begins and lowers the flag at the end of each school day. A
Flag Corps Commander will be responsible for recruiting, scheduling, and ensuring this duty is
carried out.
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D.

Military Ball Committee – The Military Ball is the social event of the school year. Cadets are
needed to take responsibility for the planning and organization of this event. Activities include
design, printing, and distribution of the invitations; theme and decoration of the facility to hold
the event; planning and procuring the food and refreshments; arranging the music, setup and
clean up as well as putting together the program.

E.

Awards Ceremony Committee – The awards ceremony provides for the recognition and the
accomplishment of cadets. This event usually comes towards the end of the school year. The
type of program, location, and decoration type are worked out by the SASI/ASI or the
appropriate committee.

F.

Fund Raising – This is one of the most important parts of the AFJROTC program. The
squadron must provide its own financial support for all of its activities. Various fund raising
projects are completed during the year to obtain necessary funds. The extent to which all cadets
become involved in these fund raising projects contributes to the overall success of the squadron.
If each and every cadet carries a share of the load, the task is much easier for all.

4.

Each of these activities will be headed by a cadet charged with the responsibility of reporting the
activities of his/her committee to the staff. It is not sufficient to sign up for one of the activities and not
participate. You can always join more than one activity. In fact, you are encouraged to do so if your
schedule permits it. We do not want a few people doing everything!

5.

Curriculum in Action (CIA)s, or commonly known as field trips, are considered an important part of
Aerospace Science Curriculum and are usually the highlights for the school year. Cadets must realize
that participation in CIAs is a privilege to be earned and not a right because of enrollment in AFJROTC.
Consideration and participation in the CIA is given to cadets whose academic, leadership, and cocurricular activity performances demonstrate a positive attitude on his/her part. The uniform is worn on
all CIAs, which usually takes place on a school day. Students, who are failing Aerospace Science,
habitually do not meet dress standards, and who routinely fail to comply with the established conduct
rules, will not permitted to go on CIAs.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
PROMOTION OF CADETS
1.

Promotion provides constant challenges and motivation to members of the active Air Force. Experience
has shown that performance also commands attention and interest to members of AFJROTC. This
reflects visible evidence of progressions and standing among fellow cadets. It should be noted that the
insignia is the evidence of growing maturity, the ability and willingness to accept additional
responsibility and demonstrates the growth for leadership. The insignia also reflects the ability to work
with others and a capability to direct others towards attainment of objectives that result in an effective
organizational effort.

2.

Promotions at Greene County Schools for the AFJROTC program are based upon academic and
leadership grades and you must demonstrate these qualities. Each cadet should understand how
selections for various command staff positions are made. This will permit an equal opportunity for
qualification and selection during the promotion process. The positions, the number of positions, and
the grades authorized for Greene County AFJROTC will be determined by the cadet enrollment.

3.

The promotion system is patterned after that of the active Air Force and conforms to guidance by
Headquarters, AFJROTC, Air Education and Training Command. The following provisions apply:
A.

There are two kinds of grade (rank), which the cadet may hold and, in some cases, both kinds of
grades may be held at the same time.

(1)
Permanent Grade – This grade is awarded based on the number of year’s satisfactory
service in AFJROTC. The permanent grade authorize for AS-1 is cadet airman. At the
beginning of an AS-1 cadet’s first semester, the cadet holds the permanent rank of Cadet Airman
Basic. There is no insignia associated with it. At the end of the first semester, if the cadet has
successfully completed the course, the cadets will be awarded the permanent grade of Cadet
Airman. The cadet will wear the insignia of the grade received unless a higher temporary grade
has been awarded. The same procedures are followed for cadets in the second through forth
years.

(2)

Temporary Grade – This grade is awarded to those cadets in squadron positions
authorized highest grade by virtue of command staff responsibilities. The temporary
grade will normally be one enlisted grade above the class members for element leaders
and staff specialists. It will be two grades higher for the flight sergeant and staff
technicians. Temporary officer grades will be awarded at the lowest practical level in
accordance with the position held and Aerospace Science education level. The first
sergeant will automatically receive the temporary grade of Senior Master Sergeant,
promotable to Chief Master Sergeant. Temporary promotion will also be authorized for
cadets within the squadron for demonstrated performance. Consideration for temporary
promotion will be begin after the ninth week of each semester of each academic year in
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(3)

accordance with paragraphs 3.a. (2)(a) and 3.a. (2)(b) below. In no circumstances will
the temporary grade awarded be higher than the grade authorized for the position held
according to the unit-manning document.
(a)

Course Grades – The primary indicator of promotion eligibility will be the
cadet’s grade average at the end of the ninth week of each semester.

(b)

Performance -- Cadets will be considered for promotion per paragraph 3. (2)(a)
above only if they meet the following standards:
1.
2.
3.

Haircuts and facial standards of AFJROTC are met.
All missed uniform days are made up.
Acceptable attitude and conduct.

(c)

AS-II or higher cadets will fill all cadet officer and top NCO positions.
Exceptions may be made at the discretion of the instructors.

(d)

Cadets initially assigned to command and staff positions will not be awarded the
highest possible rank for these positions. This will permit promotion to the rank
authorized based on actual performance in that position. A Unit Manning
Document (UMD) authorizes the maximum grade structure for Greene County
Schools and appears in Chapter 14. An organizational chart appears in Chapter
13.

(e)

No cadet will hold a rank higher than that authorized by his/her current position.
Exceptions will be made for AS-III or higher cadets to permit them to hold the
highest rank when approved by the instructors.

(f)

Examination of the UMD and organizational chart will quickly reveal the number
of leadership positions authorized; it is limited. To give every cadet the
experience of a leadership role, a system of rotation must be employed. Rotation
may be upward (to a higher rank position), lateral (to a position of equal rank), or
downward (to a lower ranking position). Changing positions, and thus rank, does
not always equate to a promotion or demotion, but merely affords cadets the
opportunity to understand and cooperate with the rotation system if they are going
to gain maximum leadership practice. Each cadet is expected to give his/her
successor the same degree of loyalty and cooperation expected and received when
he/she held that position.
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4.

The following policies governing appointments and promotions apply to Greene County Schools
AFJROTC program.
A.

The SASI/ASI will select and appointed a Cadet Squadron Commander with the concurrence of
the principal/director. The Cadet Squadron Commander will nominate individuals to fill the
remaining command positions within the organization. These nominations will be submitted
with strict confidence to the instructors for confirmation before the appointments are made
public. The cadet commander and deputy commander will select the cadet staff officers with the
approval of the instructors. The instructors will select individuals to fill the squadron flight and
staff positions provided for in the UMD. Careful consideration will be given to those individuals
who are dedicated and willing to assume responsibility.

B.

Normally, cadet subordinate commanders, staff officers, and NCO’s will be rotated to provide
leadership opportunities for as many cadets as possible.

C.

Cadet Personnel Board will make cadet promotion recommendations as outlines in Chapter 17.

D.

AS-II and higher cadets will wear the insignia of their permanent grade at the beginning of the
year. Temporary grades will be worn only after properly executed special orders have been
prepared and published.

5.

Again, it should be realized that the advance positions and leadership are limited. There is only one
Chief of Staff of the United States Air Force, only one Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force, and only
one director of Greene County Education Center. All members cannot be Chief at the same time, and its
safe to say that in reality, some will never accomplish that position or rank. It takes more than one
member or one chief to make an effective organization, and all of the working parts must come together
to make the organization effective.

6.

Unlike the grading evaluation in other courses at Greene County Schools, you will be evaluated on a
number of factors prior to promotion. As in the active Air Force, you will be evaluated on the whole
person concept with consideration given to each of the following qualities:
A.

Academic Leadership – How well does the cadet perform on quizzes and examinations, on
class projects and presentations in class? Are projects and presentations completed on time,
thorough and complete?

B.

Organizational Leadership -- How well does the cadet command the respect of subordinates?
Does the cadet give consideration for subordinates? How is the cadet rated by superiors? Does
the cadet, even in official position of leadership, set a good role for the others in class to follow?

C.

Co-Curricular Activity Leadership – To what degree does the cadet carry the interest and
enthusiasm beyond the classroom and leadership lab? Does the cadet demonstrate excellence in
a number of outside activities, not only ROTC?
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D.

Responsibility – There are a number of ways a cadet can reflect responsibility. The most
evident measures of responsibility for AFJROTC evaluations purposes will be the promptness on
arriving for class or formation, the degree to which a cadet is prepared to respond to assignments
and problems related to development of leadership, and the manner in which the cadets presents
themselves.

E.

Service – How active is the cadet in the service to the community, school, church, and cadet
organization?

F.

Organizational Support – To what degree does the cadet perform duties above those required
in day-to-day operations? Participation in community parades (in uniform), posting the flag on
campus or at community meetings are examples to support above and beyond normal duties.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
CADET GRADES
1.

Your grade for each grading period of a semester consists of points accumulated from three areas:
academics, leadership, and co-curricular activities. Grades on progress reports at the end of each
period for a semester will be cumulative.
A.

ACADEMICS will account for 40% of your grade. Academics will include performances on
exams over subject matter presented in class; current event reports, written assignments to
include those in workbooks and this cadet guide. Test/Exams will generally be announced but
occasional a pop quiz may be given to encourage timely completion of reading and other class
assignments. Tests will generally be multiple choice, matching, true/false statements, but may
contain essay questions.

B.

LEADERSHIP will account for 50% of your grade. This is a daily grade and reflects your
performance in the areas of uniform wear, drill and ceremonies, promptness, classroom
participation and out-side activities.

C. CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES – This activity accounts for (10% of your grade) and is done by
each cadet on a volunteer basis. In other words, you are volunteering to do something outside of
school and for the promotion of the squadron.

2.

Academic grades, leadership performance, and activities are key factors in selection of cadets for
promotions, for the award of ribbons and decorations, for participation in field trips, and competing for
scholarships.

3.

Your semester grade will be determined by averaging your grades for each grading period and your
semester test in accordance with school policy. You may request to see the progress of your grade at
any time through the ASI.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
ORGANIZATION of the TENNESSEE 20027th AFJROTC SQUADRON
1.

The chart on the following page reflects how TN-20027 AFJROTC Squadron is organized. By this
organization, the functions of the squadron are broken down into specific tasks. The responsibilities
associated with these specialized tasks are found in detail in Chapter 14 of this guide. Each cadet should
study all of the job descriptions to gain a more complete understanding of how various functions relate
to the total mission of the squadron.

2.

First examination of the organizational chart will suggest that not everyone can be a leader at the
beginning. However, as discussed previously, a system exists to ensure those cadets who show
responsibility and potential will be given the opportunity to lead. Our cadet leaders are chosen
carefully; so if you want to have the position and rank of the leader, you must demonstrate your
potential through above average performance, extra effort, and good behavior each and every day.

3.

Closer examination of the charts will suggest a ‘Chain of Command’ reflected by a black line
connecting the cadet job functions. Information, guidance, and decision should flow “down” the chain
of command in the form of orders: both oral or written, information, and advice. Recommendations
should flow “up” the chain of command. There should also be a “lateral” flow of information in the
classroom and leadership laboratory. Unless there is this flow of communication both “up and down”
the chain of command, the organization will become ineffective.

4.

The number of leadership positions authorized are shown in the Unit Manning Document (UMD) found
in the following chapter. To progress up this chain of command, each cadet will strive to learn the
duties and responsibilities of each position on the chart. If you are selected for one of the positions in
leadership, fulfill that position to the best of your ability and there will be room for you to move up that
chain.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
UNIT MANNING DOCUMENT
UNIT
Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps Squadron Tennessee 20027
Function

Position Title

Grade Authorized

Command

Commander
Deputy Commander
First Sergeant
Flight Commander
Flight Sergeant
Element Leaders

Cadet Major
Cadet Captain
Cadet CMSgt
Cadet 1Lt
Cadet TSgt
Cadet SrA

1
1
1
2*
2*
8*

Operations

Operations Commander

Cadet Major

1

Color Guard Commander
Drill Commander
Flag Spirit Team Commander

Cadet Captain
Cadet Captain
Cadet Captain

1
1
1

Admin Commander

Cadet Captain

1

Info Mgt Commander
Info Mgt Technician
Personnel Commander
Personnel Technician

Cadet Captain
Cadet SSgt
Cadet Captain
Cadet SSgt

1
1*
1
2*

Support Commander

Cadet Major

1

Financial Mgt Commander
Financial Mgt Technician
Athletics Commander
Athletics Technician

Cadet Captain
Cadet TSgt
Cadet Captain
Cadet TSgt

1
2*
1
1*

Logistics Officer

Cadet Captain

1

Supply Commander
Supply Technician

Cadet Captain
Cadet SSgt

1
4*

Public Affairs Commander

Cadet Captain

1

Public Affairs Technician

Cadet SSgt

1*

Color
Drill
Flag
Administration
Information
Personnel

Support
Financial
Athletics

Logistics
Supply

Public Affairs

Total Officers
*
**

Number determined by the number of flights
Number determined by total enrollment
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17*

# Authorized

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
COMMAND
A.

B.

The Squadron Commander is responsible for:
(1)

Command and control of the squadron using the members of the cadet staff and
subordinate commanders.

(2)

The appearance, discipline, efficiency, training, and conduct of the squadron.

(3)

Assisting the SASI/ASI, as necessary, in the accomplishment of the leadership laboratory
to include but not limited to ULD inspections, classroom instruction, and drill
proficiency.

(4)

Ensures that all the members of the squadron have the opportunity to develop leadership
commensurate with individual capabilities.

(5)

Conduct regular squadron staff meetings to plan and organize unit activities and to
discuss and/or solve issues that may be raised by unit cadets.

(6)

Inspect all squadron staff functions as scheduled or unannounced to determine
effectiveness.

(7)

Convene cadet boards as required.

(8)

Administer to cadet corps activities according to Air Force principles and policies.

(9)

Responsible in controlling oneself so that he/she presents a positive but outstanding
image for others to follow. The commander will continually prove their worth in leading
the squadron. The commander will create an atmosphere of achievement, fairness,
impartibility, commitment, and above all, integrity.

The Deputy Commander is responsible for:
(1)

Assuming command of the squadron in the absence of the Squadron Commander.

(2)

Assisting the Squadron Commander as directed.

(3)

Coordinating and controlling the squadron support staff.

(4)

Presiding as senior member of each cadet board that is convened.

(5)

Establishes committees by assigning appropriate cadets, outlining committee duties,
establishing committee target dates, and monitors committee progress at regular intervals.

(6)

Keeping the Squadron Commander advised of all activities related to his/her staff
position.
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C.

The First Sergeant (Senior Non-Commissioned Officer of the Squadron) is responsible for:
(1)

The morale, discipline, and welfare of enlisted cadet personnel.

(2)

Holding periodic NCO staff meetings to ensure that proper support is given to the
Squadron Commander.

(3)

Be able to drill the squadron and flight(s). Be able to instruct individuals on flight drills.
Periodically check and monitor the progress of drill proficiency of each flight.

(4)

Know and enforce AFJROTC and squadron regulations on uniform wear and its care.
Must personally meet a high standard of uniform and personal appearance. The 1st
Sergeant must be able to instruct others in the proper wear and care of the uniform and
accessories. Must be the squadron expert on uniform and grooming standards.

(5)

Know and enforce AFJROTC and squadron standards of conduct, customs, and courtesy.
Must be able to instruct others in those standards.

(6)

Perform other duties as assigned by the Squadron Commander.

SUPPORT SECTION
D.

The Support Commander is responsible for:
(1)

Oversees the duties of the finance, information management, and athletics officer duties.

(2)

Advises the Squadron Commander and Deputy Commander of progress.

(3)

Monitors progress of equipment and advises ASI of serviceability.
The Information Management Commander is responsible for:
(1)

Responsible for establishing and maintaining squadron equipment to include all
computers, TV’s, stereos, printers and telephones. Also ensure the equipment
needing maintenance is scheduled through the Support Commander.

(2)

Ensures all items are routinely maintained with preventative maintenance to
include cleaning plus maintain the inventory for that equipment under the
Logistics file on the hard drive of the main computer.

(3)

Monitors equipment usage to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse. Also ensures
equipment is used for ‘OFFICIAL USE ONLY.’

The Financial Management Commander is responsible for:
(1)

Maintaining the unit’s financial records.

(2)

Maintaining a financial ledger showing all unit financial transactions with the
school bank.
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(3)

Preparing purchase request when authorized by the unit to obligate funds,
coordinating the purchase request with the SASI/ASI, and submitting the request
to the school bookkeeper as necessary.

(4)

Preparing requests for payment of outstanding obligations, coordinating the
payment request with the SASI/ASI, and submitting the request to the school
bookkeeper.

(5)

Preparing reimbursement requests for cash purchases, coordinating the
reimbursement request with the SASI/ASI, and submitting the request to the
school bookkeeper.

(6)

Briefing the squadron staff monthly, or as directed, on the financial status of the
unit.

(7)

Assist in procuring goods to be sold in the classroom for raising squadron funds.

The Athletics Commander is responsible for:
(1)

Setting up all physical conditioning activities for the Squadron.

(2)

Works with SASI in establishing standards for all cadets to meet. This includes
standards required for the award of the physical fitness ribbon.

(3)

Maintains all equipment and ensures its serviceability.

(4)

Informs SASI when replacement items are required.

OPERATIONS SECTION
E.

The Operations Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Supervising the Color Guard Commander, Drill Team Commander, Flag Corps
Commander, and all Flight Commanders.
(2)

Assisting the SASI/ASI, Color Guard Commander, Drill Team Commander, and Flag
Commander in recruiting cadets for those teams.

(3)

Responsible for planning or coordinating unit operations activities such as Flag Corps,
Color Guard performances, Drill Team performances and co-curricular activities with
other school organizations.

(4)

Assisting the SASI/ASI in scheduling cadets for base visits and other field trips.

(5)

Assisting the Logistics and Finance Officers in establishing transportation requirements
for field trips.
The Color Guard Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Recruiting cadets for the Color Guard.
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(2)

Planning, scheduling, and directing Color Guard practice sessions.

(3)

Devising the equitable system for scheduling Color Guard members for Color
guard performances. This commander must ensure that all members are provided
the opportunity to perform based upon cadet practice attendance, knowledge and
ability to perform movements, and compliance with uniform and personal
grooming standards.

(4)

Impressing on the Color Guard members the requirement to be the sharpest
looking cadets in the squadron.

(5)

Advising the SASI/ASI and Operations Officer on all matters pertaining to the
Color Guard and such events.

The Drill Team Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Coordinating with Flight Commanders for the recruitment of cadets who have
outstanding potential for the Drill Team.
(2)

Planning, scheduling, and directing Drill Team practice sessions.

(3)

Impressing on Drill Team members the requirements to be the sharpest cadets in
the squadron.

(4)

Ensuring all Drill Team members are provided an opportunity to perform based
upon cadet practice attendance, knowledge and ability to perform movements, and
compliance with uniform and personal grooming standards.

(5)

Advising the SASI/ASI and Operations Officer on all matters pertaining to the
Drill Team and such events.

The Flag Corps Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Recruiting cadets for the Flag Corps.
(2)

Planning, scheduling, and directing Flag Corps practices.

(3)

Devising the equitable system for scheduling Flag Corps members for Flag Corps
duty. This commander must ensure that all members are provided the opportunity
to perform based upon cadet practice attendance, knowledge and ability to
perform movements, and their reliability. Maintains all flags and associated
equipment to ensure its serviceability. (Upkeep of the equipment is imperative.)

(4)

Sets the standards for raising and lowering the flags on the flagstaff each day; rain
or shine. Standards will include but are not limited to marching to/from the
flagstaff, saluting, and flag folding.

(5)

Advising the SASI/ASI and Operations Officer on all matters pertaining to the
Flag Corps.
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ADMINISTRATION SECTION
F.

The Administration Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Establishing and maintaining squadron administration files and supervising the
maintenance of those files. Oversees all items placed on the bulletin board.
(2)

Maintaining the internal distribution system of the squadron including posting current
directives, special orders, operational orders, and other notices on squadron bulletin
boards. Also ensure the currency of such materials.

(3)

Publishing, distributing, and filing all publications of the squadron to include orders,
regulations, and directives.

(4)

Maintaining and publishing minutes for squadron staff meetings.

(5)

Post all Squadron Policies in the policy books for all cadets to read.

(6)

Trains Administration Staff, Flight Commanders and Flight Sergeants on requirements of
the position to which they are assigned.
Flight Commander is responsible for:
(1)
The appearance, discipline, efficiency, and training of the flight as well as the
conduct of flight members during leadership lab and in the academic classroom.
(2)

Representing (being the voice of the flight) to the Squadron Commander, SASI,
and ASI.

(3)

Leading and directing the flight in all squadron and flight functions.

(4)

Being able to drill the flight and instruct in both individual and flight drill.

(5)

Insuring that flight members are complying with policies and regulations of
AFJROTC and the squadron. This concerns uniform wear, customs and
courtesies, personal appearance, and classroom conduct.

(6)

Advising the SASI/ASI and Squadron Commander on all matters pertaining to
their flight.
Flight Sergeant is responsible for:
(1)
Leading the flight through Class Opening Formation.
(2)

Preparing the flight for personnel inspections on ULD.

(3)

Assisting the Flight Commander as necessary.
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(4)

Assuming the duties of the Flight Commander in his/her absence.

(5)

Assisting in training of cadets for drill and ceremonies.

LOGISTICS SECTION
G.

The Logistics Commander is responsible for:
(1)

Assisting the Supply Officer in the inventory, control, inspection, turn-in, and storage of
all government/accountable property to include such items as squadron supplies,
equipment, uniforms and textbooks.

(2)

Aids the Supply Officer in maintaining supply records and ensures the squadron storage
facility is maintained in clean and an orderly manner. Determines what items are to be
salvaged as well as what items are serviceable.

(3)

Determines the transportation requirements for all field trips, co-curricular activities, and
other requirements as necessary.

(4)

Ensures the Personnel Commander maintains and updates the Unit Manning Document
(UMD) as required. All changes for the UMD will be given to the Admin Officer for
posting.
The Supply Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Maintains supply records and the computer equipment inventory to make certain
the squadron storage facility is maintained. Will ensure that all items are signed
out on a hand receipt.
(2)

Can determine what items are to be salvaged as well as what items are to be
replaced. Reports all findings to the Logistics Officer.

(3)

Trains all assigned personnel on equipment management duties and the areas to
which they are assigned.

The Personnel Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Establishing and maintaining cadet corps personnel records and files.
(2)

Coordinating with the Squadron Commander, SASI, and ASI on publishing and
distributing special orders for all squadron personnel concerning appointments
and promotions.

(3)

Keeping the organizational charts current, prompt posting of changes in grade,
rank, squadron positions and any other changes that might occur.

(4)

Maintaining a current Unit Manning Document (UMD) as well as a Unit Detail
Listing (UDL) of assignments.

(5)

Presenting personnel to cadet boards as required.
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(6)

Trains Personnel Staff members who are appointed.

The Medical Commander/Technicians are responsible for:
(1) Review all Cadet Health Questionnaires and create letter for school nurse and
Director.
(2) Ensure Medical Techs have supplies in medical bag.

(3) Establish a log for all medical issues that arise during class time.

H.

The Public Affairs Commander is responsible for:
(1)
Representing the Squadron as an official spokesperson for matters of publicizing the
activities of the squadron.
(2)

Providing newsworthy items to school publications such as school papers, local papers,
and the yearbook. All items must be coordinated through the Deputy Commander and
SASI/ASI prior to release of those publications. Also inform Headquarters AFJROTC as
to unit accomplishments.

(3)

Capturing the activities and events of the AFJROTC unit photography and maintaining a
photo library for all cadets to view. The photo library will be placed on one computer
only.

(4)

Post news stories that pertain to corps personnel and unit activities on the squadron
bulletin board.

(5)

Guarantees the Squadron Historian has materials needed to work on yearbook and/or
scrapbook.

(6)

Plans and schedules Squadron activities, fundraisers, etc.

The following positions are to be determined bases on enrollment:
The Flight Guides are responsible for:
(1)
Posting his/her flight’s guide-on at the rear of the classroom at the beginning of each
class and storing the flight’s guide-on at the end of each class.
(2)

Assisting the Flight Commander and Flight Sergeant as directed.

The Element Leaders are responsible for:
(1)
Assisting the Flight Commander and Flight Sergeant as directed.
(2)

Maintaining order of his/her element in the Leadership Lad and in the classroom.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
FLIGHT COMPETITION
1.

GENERAL: Competition is to determine the best flight and will be held during each semester period
of the school year.

2.

COMPETITION: The best flight of each competition will be determined on the basis of all-around
performance. The following values are assigned to determine the winning flight at each competition:
A.
B.
C.

Academic Performance
Wear of the Uniform
Drill Performance

30 points
35 points
35 points

a. ACADEMIC PERFORMACE:
The academic average of the flight for the six weeks will be
used to determine the points in this area. The flight’s academic average will be multiplied by
three tenths (.3) to arrive at the number of points to be awarded.

b. WEAR of the UNIFORM: The average grade of the uniform wear for the nine weeks will be
used to determine the points in the area. The flight’s average will be multiplied by thirty-five
hundredths (.35) to arrive at the number of points to be awarded.

c. DRILL PERFORMANCE: A competition will be held in which each flight will be required to
perform the same drill movements within the same drill area and in the same time limits. Flights
will be judged in the areas of Standard Drill Commander’s Performance.
3.

DRILL SEQUENCE: Preparation for the competition will include open ranks inspection prior to the
start of the drill competition. The drill sequence is outlined on page 16-2. The Flight Commander will
have his/her flight fall in at the designated drill area at the scheduled time. The Flight Commander will
position the flight 10 paces from the center of the head judge. The Flight Commander will be 7 paces
and centered on the head judge and 3 paces in front of the flight. He/she will also be facing the judge.
The Flight Commander will then report to the head judge in the following manner: Sir/Ma’am, ____
Flight reports for the drill competition and requests permission to use the drill area.” Judging will begin
as soon as the head judge commands the flight commander to begin the drill sequence. Specified drill
movements will be in accordance with (IAW) AFM 50-14.
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30-STEP DRILL SEQUENCE
Performance of the 30-Step Drill Sequence will be IAW AFMAN 36-2203 (Drill and
Ceremonies), dated 20 Nov 2013 and is led and performed by second year cadets.
Cadet Commander will report in after the command fall-in is given.
Example: Sir/Ma’am, Unit Number, is prepared for the 30-step drill sequence. Request
permission to use your drill area, Sir/Ma’am!

1. *Fall in
(Sizing of flight is not required)

16. To the rear march

2. Open ranks march

17. To the rear march

3. Ready front

18. Column right march

4. Close ranks march

19. Forward march

5. Present arms

20. Eyes right (salute the evaluator)

6. Order arms

21. Ready Front

7. Parade rest

22. Column right march

8. Attention

23. Forward march

9. Left face

24. Change step march

10. About face

25. Column right march

11. Forward march

26. Forward march

12. Right flank march

27. Flight halt

13. Left flank march

28. Left face

14. Column right march

29. Right step march

15. Forward march

30. Flight halt

Cadet Commander will report out after the command flight halt is given. Example:
Sir/Ma’am, Unit Number, request permission to exit your drill area, Sir/Ma’am!
*Per AFMAN 36-2203 the command “Fall In” requires proper sizing and count off to be
performed. During HQ AFJROTC visits, sizing of the flight/count off is not required and the
commander may call “Open Ranks” immediately after the command “Fall In”.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
CADET PERSONNEL BOARD
1. The responsibility of the Cadet Personnel Board is to make recommendations concerning cadet promotions,
demotions, Cadet of the Quarter, and other personnel actions, which affect the morale of the squadron.
Recommendations are subject to the approval of the instructors.

2. The Cadet Personnel Board will consist of seven members to include a president, members, and a recorder
which will be formed as follows:
President

Deputy Commander

Recorder

Admin Officer

Members

Flight Commanders/1st Sergeant/Ops Officer/Logistics Officer

NOTE: If any of the above cannot make the board, the Cadet Squadron Commander can appoint a substitute.
3. The board will be convened by the publication of a special order establishing the time and place of the
meeting and will announce board membership, purpose, and the cadet(s) to appear before the board.
4. All cadets, board members and cadet(s) meeting the board, will be in uniform for the board. Cadet(s)
appearing before the board will report to the President of the board in a military manner at the time and place
announced in the special order.
5. Findings and recommendations will be submitted in writing to the Cadet Squadron Commander. After
reviewing the report, the Cadet Squadron Commander will add comments and will personally deliver the
report to the SASI.
6. The ASI will sit with the board and will act as an advisor on procedural matters. The ASI will not enter into
deliberations of the board.
7. Findings and recommendations of the board, after the review and approval of the SASI, will be published by
special orders and become part of the squadron personnel records.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN
AWARDS and DECORATIONS
1.

A number of distinctive and coveted awards are authorized for wear by AFJROTC cadets based upon
demonstrated performance in the areas of academic and leadership excellence. Valor can be a factor for
awards and decorations as well. There are two categories of awards with accompanying medals, ribbons
and certificates. The categories are:
A. National Awards: Presented to cadets selected by the SASI and ASI and approved by the
Principal/Director. There are 23 national awards available to those who meet the criteria.
AFJROTC Uniform and Awards Guide, 14 Dec 2017 provides details on eligibility.
B. AFJROTC Awards: Presented to cadets selected by the SASI and ASI and approved by the
Principal/Director. There are 29 ribbons, which may be earned by members of TN-20027.
AFJROTC Uniform and Awards Guide, 14 Dec 17 provides details on eligibility.

2.

The presentation of awards will be accompanied by the appropriate ceremony. The Public Affairs
Officer will arrange proper advanced publicity and if appropriate, the families of the recipients will be
invited to attend the ceremony. Appropriate dignitaries will also be invited to the ceremonies.

3.

AFJROTC Ribbon Chart shows all of the awards/ribbons that an AFJROTC Cadet may earn will be
posted on the Squadron bulletin board.

4.

WEARING OF AWARDS: Medals and ribbons will be worn above and centered on the left breast
pocket of male cadets. On the left side even with the nametag is the proper way for female cadets. The
sequence and placement of ribbons will be from the wearer’s left to right and in order of precedence as
depicted on AFJROTC Ribbon Chart. Medals and ribbons are not worn at the same time, except
temporarily when a medal is awarded to a Cadet. Ribbons will be worn on the uniform IAW AFI 362903 and no more than 3 ribbons will be worn on one row.

5.

CADET OF THE MONTH/YEAR: Each month cadets can be nominated by their peers or even selfnominated for this award. It is to recognize one outstanding cadet for their achievements that they bring
to the squadron in completing the mission with the “whole person” concept.
A. Voting will take place by the 7th day of the following month.
B. Fellow cadets will vote for the cadet of their choice.
C. In case of ties, the winner will be decided by the SASI/ASI. A cadet can win more than one
monthly award and all monthly winners are eligible for the “Cadet of the Year” award.
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CHAPTER TWENTY
CERTIFICATE of TRAINING and COMPLETION
1.

There are two types of certificates that may be awarded to the cadets: Certificates of Completion and
Certificates of Training. Information concerning each certificate is provided below to enable cadets who
qualify for minimum enrollment to access the value of each certificate.
A.
Certificate of Completion: Presented to cadets of good standing and have completed at least
three years of the four-year program. Cadets must have this certificate in their possession upon signing
up for the senior program or upon enlistment in the armed forces. This will enable the cadet to gain
benefits offered for successful completion of the AFJROTC program.
d. With the Certificate of Completion, the cadet may be excused from either year of the General
Military Course of a senior AFROTC program. The Professor of Aerospace Studies (PAS)
must arrange this privilege at the time of enrollment in a college or university.
e. With the Certificate of Completion, the cadet may enter into military service at the pay grade
of E-3 rather than E-1, depending on the military branch.
f. These certificates are not automatically awarded nor are they based solely on academic
grades. Consideration is given to actual performance and achievement as a member of the
squadron. It is possible to complete the course of academic credit but not be considered to
have met the total requirements. Final determination for awarding either certificate is made
by the Aerospace Science Instructor and the High School Principal/Director.

B.
Certificate of Training:
This is given in recognition for successful completion of at least
two years in the AFJROTC program. This certificate does not afford the cadet any privileges such as
advanced rank or advanced standing in any college or university programs.
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Attachment: 1

TN-20027 AFJROTC
Greene County THM
Educational Center
993 Hal Henard Road
Greeneville, TN 37743
(423) 798-2646

7 Jan 2018
MEMORANDUM FOR ALL AFJROTC PARENTS/GUARDIANS
FROM: Major Wims and Master Sergeant Lyon
SUBJECT: Greene County Air Force JROTC Cadet Standards
1. Parents/Cadets: Please keep this letter! Your son or daughter is now a member of an organization
dedicated to helping them get the most out of their high school experience. The instructors and senior class
cadets are committed to providing a quality environment, conditions, and actions that will inspire a high
degree of pride, responsibility, belonging, and accomplishment. To help your cadet achieve these qualities
and to prevent misunderstandings about the standards set for AFJROTC cadets, Cadet Guides are posted in
each classroom which outline standards and procedures for Greene County Air Force JROTC but is not all
inclusive. We will identify some important standards at the start.
2. Grades/Exams:
The exams will be based on lesson objectives and samples of behavior covered in your Aerospace Studies
text books, Air Force Junior ROTC Cadet Guide, and corresponding workbooks. These exams will be made
up of multiple choice, matching, short essay type questions, and fill in the blanks type questions. Some
exams may be shorter in length, while others will be longer. All exams regardless of length will weigh the
same. All questions will be derived from the assigned readings and will be reinforced during classroom
discussions. Therefore, it benefits the entire class if everyone completes their reading assignments and is
prepared for classroom discussions. Any missed exams must be made up. Makeup exams time and location
will be determined as required. A 3-5 minute presentation may be completed during the semester.
Grading Scale:
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Percentage Required
93% and above
92% - 85%
84% - 75%
74% - 70%
69% and below

We try our best to monitor all of their grades closely, but rely on teachers from the four high schools to
notify us when there is a problem. We require cadets to take all of their schoolwork seriously. There are
three evaluation areas in AFJROTC that determine a cadet’s final grade – Leadership 50%, Exams 40%, and
Cocurricular 10%.

3.

Uniforms: Wednesday is the normal uniform wear day. A complete uniform is issued at no cost to each
cadet. The uniform consists of a service coat, lightweight jacket, pants (and an optional skirt for female
cadets), cap, short sleeve shirt, shoes, tie, belt and buckle, and appropriate insignia. The uniform is the
property of the United States Air Force. It’s the cadet’s responsibility to keep it clean and ready to wear
throughout the year. Cadets are provided correct wear instructions and must wear the uniform properly and
professionally. Cadets must also meet appropriate hair and grooming standards. Failure to meet standards
will result in cadets being removed from the AFJROTC class. The U.S. Air Force assumes the cost of initial
uniform alterations (if needed) in order to provide proper fit. The complete uniform (except for shoes, hats
& nametags) must be returned (dry cleaned) upon request, at the end of school year for cadets not returning,
or any cadet who decides to drop AFJROTC. Failure to return the uniform will incur charges accordingly to
replace uniform items and the cadet will not receive a high school diploma until obligations are met.

4. Community Service: The mission of the AFJROTC is “Develop citizens of character dedicated to serving
their nation and community”, and the main way we do this is through organizing and conducting
community service events. Events will be advertised on an easel located in the Air Force JROTC hallway.
Cadets may do community service on their own but the goal is to have them work with other cadets in
planning and leading events to enhance their development. More details about this requirement is in the
cadet guide and syllabus.
5. Classroom Policy: Classroom behavior and discipline will be in accordance with the Student Handbook.
Homework and assignments, when given, will be turned in on the due date. Cadets will come to class each
day prepared. Cadets will be graded on participation in the class and participation requires preparation.
Failure to complete homework or assignments could result in a cadet not participating in JROTC activities
and reduced grades.
6. Extra-Curricular Activities: The AFJROTC program offers many after-school activities for interested
cadets. Greene County Lock-In, Military Ball, Awards Banquet, Drill Team (If Available) Color Guards,
fundraisers, trips to McGhee-Tyson Air National Guard Base, University of Tennessee Air Force ROTC
program, and other activities are all part of our program and serve to enhance each cadet’s JROTC
experience and leadership potential. Additional information concerning our Drill Team will be provided to
interested cadets for your review. Each summer, cadets are able to attend the week long Junior Cadet
Leadership Camp at Camp Davy Crockett Boy Scout Camp but must pay their own way. Price is usually
around $170.00 – a great experience where they teach leadership, teamwork and meet a lot of new friends.
7. Disenrollment: In extreme cases, serious breaches of school / AFJROTC policy may result in disenrollment
from the AFJROTC program and failure to gain elective and wellness credit for the semester. An attached 3Strike Program/Disenrollment Policy Letter must also be signed by Cadet and Parent/Guardian. Before
disenrollment of a Cadet, Instructors, the Director, and Parents/Guardians will meet to discuss the Cadets
options. Documentation of the infraction(s) must accompany a Cadet disenrollment. Other disenrollment
guidelines can be found in the Cadet Guide.

8. Please discuss this information with your cadet, complete the attached form, and have your son/daughter
return it to JROTC. Remember, the Cadet Guide can be accessed through the Greene County WEBSITE
(Go to Schools, THM Ed Center, Courses/AFJROTC, Clubs & Organizations, AFJROTC and Forms).
Please call Major Wims or MSgt Lyon at 423-638-1254 if you have any questions. You may also e-mail us
at: david.wims@gcstn.org and kent.lyon@gcstn.org .

DAVID W. WIMS, Major, USAF (Ret)
Senior Aerospace Science Instructor
Attachment:
Statement of Understanding

KENT D. LYON, SMSgt, USAF (Ret)
Aerospace Science Instructor

GREENE COUNTY (THM) EDUCATIONAL CENTER
AIR FORCE JUNIOR ROTC
993 Hal Henard Road
Greeneville, TN 37743
2017-2018 STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING
FOR AFJROTC CADETS AND PARENTS/GUARDIANS

CADETS PLEASE INITIAL EACH OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW
** SIGN AND RETURN THIS TO THE INSTRUCTORS **
I have read the Cadet Standards Sheet and I understand what is expected of me in AFJROTC.
______ I understand I must wear my uniform every Wednesday
______ I accept responsibility for all issued Air Force JROTC uniform / Textbook items
______ I understand I must dress for and participate in PT every Tuesday and Friday
______ I will maintain my hair and personal appearance within published standards
______ I will participate to the best of my ability in Air Force JROTC activities
______ I will obey the student rules of behavior posted by my High School and refrain
from behavior that discredits the school, the Air Force JROTC program and me
______ I will attend all classes unless excused in accordance with school policy
______ I have received a Class Syllabus for this semester
______ I understand the 3-Strike Program/Disenrollment Policy Letter
Cadet Name: ______________________ Signature________________________Date____________

I have read the Cadet Standards Sheet and I understand what is expected of my son/daughter in AFJROTC.
Parent/Guardian Name: __________________ Signature_____________________Date___________

__________________________
(Phone Number)

________________________________________
(Email Address)

Attachment: 2
Necktie Knots:
The Windsor Knot is a wide triangular knot that is usually worn for formal occasions,
this type of knot should be worn with wide spread collar shirts.

1. Begin with the wide end on your right and extending real low leaving the narrow end quite short.
2. Bring the wide end of the tie over the narrow (right side to left side)
3. Bring the wide end up through the middle of the loop and to the left (left side to left side)
4. Bring the wide end behind the narrow end (left side to right side)
5. Bring the wide end of the tie through the middle of the loop (right side to left side).
6. Bring the wide end around the front (left side to right side).
7. Bring the wide end of the tie through the back of the loop (right side to center).
8. Hold the front of the knot loose with your index finger; pass the wide end down through the loop
(created in step 6)
9. Remove your finger and tighten the knot
10. Hold the narrow end and slide the knot up to the collar.

Attachment: 3
Four-in-Hand Knot
The Four-in-Hand Knot is the most popular type of necktie knot and easiest to learn,
probably over 80% of tie wearers knot their ties with this. The knot is long and straight
but slightly lopsided.

1. Begin with the wide end on your right and extending about a foot below the narrow end of your tie.
2. Bring the wide end of the tie over the narrow (right side to left side).
3. Bring the wide end underneath the narrow end (left side to right side).
4. Bring the wide end of the tie over the narrow again (right side to left side).
5. Bring the wide end of the tie through the back of the loop (left side to center).
6. Hold the front of the knot loose with your index finger; pass the wide end down
through the loop (created in step 4) in front.
7. Remove your finger and tighten the knot.
8. Hold the narrow end of the tie and slide the knot up to the collar.

Attachment: 4

THE PHONETIC ALPHABET

MILITARY TIME

A = ALPHA
B = BRAVO
C = CHARLIE
D = DELTA
E = ECHO
F = FOXTROT
G = GOLF
H = HOTEL
I = INDIA
J = JULIETTE
K = KILO
L = LIMA
M = MIKE
N = NOVEMBER
O = OSCAR
P = PAPA
Q = QUEBEC
R = ROMEO
S = SIERRA
T = TANGO
U = UNIFORM
V = VICTOR
W = WHISKEY
X = X-RAY
Y = YANKEE
Z = ZULU

0100 hours = 1 a.m.
0200 hours = 2 a.m.
0300 hours = 3 a.m.
0400 hours = 4 a.m.
0500 hours = 5 a.m.
0600 hours = 6 a.m.
0700 hours = 7 a.m.
0800 hours = 8 a.m.
0900 hours = 9 a.m.
1000 hours = 10 a.m.
1100 hours = 11 a.m.
1200 hours = 12 noon
1300 hours = 1 p.m.
1400 hours = 2 p.m.
1500 hours = 3 p.m.
1600 hours = 4 p.m.
1700 hours = 5 p.m.
1800 hours = 6 p.m.
1900 hours = 7 p.m.
2000 hours = 8 p.m.
2100 hours = 9 p.m.
2200 hours = 10 p.m.
2300 hours = 11 p.m.
2400 hours = 12 midnight

Attachment: 5

